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Reversible Associative Depression
and Nonassociative Potentiation
at a Parallel Fiber Synapse
disynaptic connections with primary afferent fibers (Fig-
ure 1). Both experimental (Bell et al., 1993; Bastian,
1998a; Bodznick et al., 1999) and theoretical (Nelson
and Paulin, 1995; Roberts and Bell, 2000) work indicate
that the negative images result from anti-Hebbian (Hebb,
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† Institute Alfred Fessard
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique 1949) synaptic plasticity at parallel fiber synapses on
apical dendrites.91190 Gif sur Yvette
France This study examines the synaptic plasticity that ap-
pears to mediate the generation of negative images in
one of the cerebellum-like structures—the electrosen-
sory lobe (ELL) of mormyrid electric fish, where the affer-
Summary ent fibers from electroreceptors in the skin terminate.
This study focuses on Purkinje-like medium ganglion
The electrosensory lobe (ELL) of mormyrid electric fish (MG) cells of the mormyrid ELL (Figure 1b). These neu-
is one of several cerebellum-like sensory structures rons are GABAergic cells that terminate locally on ELL
in fish that remove predictable features of the sensory efferent neurons. MG cells are by far the most common
inflow. This adaptive process obeys anti-Hebbian rules ELL cell type with apical dendrites in the molecular layer
and appears to be mediated by associative depression (Meek et al., 1996). Two types of spikes are recorded in
at the synapses between parallel fibers and Purkinje- MG cells: large broad spikes that appear to propagate
like cells of ELL. We show here that there is also a into the apical dendrites (Bell et al., 1997c; Grant et al.,
nonassociative potentiation at this synapse that de- 1998), and small narrow spikes that are axon spikes
pends only on the repeated occurrence of the EPSP. which do not invade the soma.
The depression can be reversed by the potentiation A previous study demonstrated associative depres-
and vice versa. Finally, we show that the associative de- sion at the parallel fiber–to–MG cell synapse and showed
pression requires NMDA receptor activation, changes that this depression obeys a temporally asymmetric
in postsynaptic calcium, and the occurrence of a post- learning rule (Bell et al., 1997b). Pairings between EPSPs
synaptic dendritic spike within a few milliseconds fol- elicited by parallel fiber stimulation and broad spikes
lowing EPSP onset. evoked by intracellular current pulses resulted in EPSP
depression when the postsynaptic spike was evoked
between 0 and 50 ms following EPSP onset. Pairings atIntroduction
other delays, including those in which the broad spikes
were evoked a few milliseconds before the EPSP, re-Various cerebellum-like sensory structures in fish, am-
sulted in either potentiation or no change in EPSP size.phibia, and mammals receive primary afferent fibers
The negative images generated by pairing sensoryfrom electroreceptors, lateral line receptors, and eighth
stimuli with centrally originating predictive signals dis-nerve end organs (Montgomery et al., 1995). Several of
appear within a few minutes when the sensory stimuli arethese structures in fish act as adaptive sensory proces-
turned off and the predictive signals occur in isolation,sors that remove predictable features from central re-
suggesting that the changes in synaptic efficacy respon-sponses to sensory input (Bell, 1981; Bodznick, 1993;
sible for the negative images can be reversed. Theoreti-Bastian, 1995; reviewed by Bell et al., 1997a). Centrally
cal work with neural nets also points to the importanceoriginating predictive inputs to these structures elicit
of reversible changes in synaptic efficacy for the storagenegative images of sensory responses with which they
of information (Willshaw and Dayan, 1990). More specifi-have been recently paired. Addition of these negative
cally, theoretical and modeling work on the role of theimages of predicted responses to the actual sensory
cerebellum in motor learning has found it necessary toresponses removes the predictable features, allowing
include reversible changes in synaptic efficacy at thethe novel, information-bearing features to stand out.
parallel fiber–to–Purkinje cell synapse (Sejnowski, 1977;The centrally originating predictive inputs that elicit the
Houk et al., 1990; Mauk and Donegan, 1997; Raymondnegative images include corollary discharge signals
and Lisberger, 1998). Although both depression and po-linked to motor commands, signals from higher levels
tentiation have been demonstrated experimentally atof the sensory modality being processed, and signals
this synapse (Hirano, 1991), the depression that hasfrom other sensory modalities.
been demonstrated has a postsynaptic site of expres-These central inputs are conveyed by parallel fibers
sion (Ito et al., 1982; Sakurai, 1987; Linden et al., 1991;that terminate on the apical dendrites of Purkinje-like
Hemart et al., 1994), whereas the potentiation that hascells and efferent cells in the molecular layers of these
been demonstrated has a presynaptic site of expressionstructures. The basilar dendrites of these cells receive
(Salin et al., 1996; Linden, 1997). Thus, the depressioninformation from the peripheral receptors via mono- or
and potentiation at the parallel fiber synapse cannot
truly reverse each other, and there is a disconnection
between the experimental findings regarding synaptic‡ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: bellc@
ohsu.edu). plasticity at this synapse and the reversibility that is
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Figure 1. Organization of Electrosensory
Lobe (ELL) and Experimental Arrangement
(a) Diagram of transverse slice through ELL
showing positions of stimulating and re-
cording electrodes. Two stimulating elec-
trodes (S1 and S2) were placed in the molecu-
lar layer to stimulate separate populations of
parallel fibers. Postsynaptic responses to
these stimuli were recorded intracellularly
from Purkinje-like MG cells.
(b) Simplified diagram of ELL circuitry. The
basal dendrites of MG and efferent cells re-
ceive electrosensory information from the pe-
riphery via interneurons. The apical dendrites
of MG and efferent cells extend into the mo-
lecular layer, where they are contacted by
parallel fibers. The axons of MG cells termi-
nate on the soma of neighboring efferent neurons. Abbreviations:EGp, eminentia granularis posterior (source of parallel fibers); MZ, medial
zone of ELL; DLZ, dorsolateral zone of ELL; VLZ, ventrolateral zone of ELL.
necessary for such plasticity to have a role in motor Associative Depression and Nonassociative
Potentiationlearning.
The importance of bidirectional change at the parallel The previous study of associative depression in ELL
used a protocol in which the parallel fiber stimuli weresynapse lead us to focus our attention in this study on
potentiation at the same parallel fiber synapses of ELL delivered at 0.1 Hz during the test periods and at 1 Hz
during periods of pairing with a broad spike (Bell etthat were previously shown to undergo associative de-
pression. We demonstrate here that potentiation occurs al., 1997b). EPSPs were strongly depressed following
association with a postsynaptic broad spike elicitedat this synapse and that it is largely if not entirely nonas-
sociative in character, in contrast to the previously dem- within 0–50 ms after EPSP onset. In contrast, EPSPs
were potentiated after most pairings in which broadonstrated associative depression. We also demonstrate
that both the depression and potentiation can be satu- spikes were delivered outside the narrow window of
0–50 ms following EPSP onset. EPSPs were also potenti-rated and then reversed, potentiation reversing depres-
sion and vice versa, indicating that the final cellular site ated, however, when the EPSP was delivered alone at
1 Hz in the absence of postsynaptic broad spikes, indi-of action is the same for both directions of plastic
change. Experiments with paired-pulse facilitation sug- cating that nonassociative (in the sense of not requiring
a postsynaptic spike) potentiation was present. Asso-gest that this common site of expression is presynaptic.
We realize that there are important differences between ciative potentiation, due to pairing with a postsynaptic
spike at a particular delay, might also have been present,the cerebellum-like ELL and the cerebellum, but revers-
ibility at parallel fiber synapses in ELL suggests at least but could not be distinguished due to the strongly po-
tentiating effects of the simple change in stimulus fre-that such reversibility may also be present in the actual
cerebellum. In this study, we also show that the associa- quency during pairing. The potentiation and its associa-
tive or nonassociative character were investigatedtive depression in ELL requires the generation of a post-
synaptic broad spike, the activation of NMDA receptors, further in the present study by eliminating the effect of a
change in stimulus frequency and delivering the paralleland changes in postsynaptic calcium.
fiber stimuli, S1 and S2, at the same frequency of 0.5
Hz, during both testing and pairing periods.Results
With this new constant-frequency protocol, pairings
in which the broad spike was evoked between 10 andWe recorded from MG cells and examined the effects
30 ms after the onset of an EPSP resulted in depressionof pairing parallel fiber–evoked EPSPs with postsynapti-
of that EPSP (S1 EPSP in Figure 2), as previously ob-cally evoked broad spikes. All experiments were done
served. EPSPs evoked at other delays with regard toin acute transverse slices of ELL in a bathing medium
the broad spike were either unchanged (S2 EPSP incontaining bicuculline to remove the inhibitory compo-
Figure 2) or showed a modest potentiation. The associa-nents of synaptic responses. Two different stimulus
tive versus nonassociative character of this modest po-electrodes, S1 and S2, were placed in the molecular
tentiation was examined in a series of pairings in whichlayer of ELL to activate separate parallel fiber bundles
the S1 and S2 EPSPs were evoked with a 1 s delay(Figure 1). The interval between stimuli S1 and S2 was
between them at the same constant frequency of 0.5either 1 s or 500 ms (Figure 2a) depending on the proto-
Hz (Figure 3a). Both EPSPs were evoked during the 5 mincol. Repetition rates were varied in different protocols,
pairing periods, with the broad spikes being deliveredas described in the following sections. During the pairing
either 10–30 ms before or 10–30 ms after the onset ofperiods, a postsynaptic broad spike was evoked by in-
tracellular current pulses, either just before or just after one of the EPSPs. The effect of stimulus repetition alone
on EPSP amplitude was also tested with 5 min controlone of the two parallel fiber stimuli. EPSP amplitudes
were measured during test periods before and after the periods in which the EPSPs continued to be evoked
at 0.5 Hz but without any postsynaptic broad spikes.pairing periods. Both test and pairing periods were usu-
ally 5 min in duration and two to nine pairings were Pairings in which the broad spike was evoked just
after EPSP onset resulted, as expected, in depressionusually carried out in the same cell.
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Figure 2. Associative Depression in an MG Cell
(a) Pairing protocol to demonstrate associative depression. Stimuli were delivered to S1 and S2 at an interval of 500 ms and at a constant
frequency of 0.5 Hz during prepairing (top trace), pairing (middle trace), and postpairing (bottom trace) periods. Each of these periods was 5
min in duration. During the pairing shown here, the S1 stimulus was followed at a delay of 20 ms by a depolarizing intracellular current pulse,
which evoked a broad spike. Note that pairing caused a decrease in the S1 EPSP but did not affect the S2 EPSP.
(b) Time course of decrease in amplitude of S1 EPSP during pairing. Peaks of EPSPs are plotted for the cell shown in (a). Traces show
averaged intracellular records of S1 and S2 EPSPs during corresponding periods.
(228% 6 2.4%, n 5 34 [Figure 3a]). Pairings in which periods, respectively. The lowest frequency of 0.5 Hz
was tested in 15 MG cells. The three highest frequenciesthe broad spike was evoked just before EPSP onset
resulted in potentiation (13.8% 6 3.8%, n 5 37), as did were tested in a separate set of 23 MG cells, all three
frequencies being tested in each cell but in a randomizedpairings in which the broad spike was evoked at a delay
of 1 s with respect to EPSP onset (8.2% 6 1.4%, n 5 43). order.
Higher frequency stimulation caused a clear potentia-EPSPs-only control periods also resulted in potentiation
(7.6% 6 1.6%, n 5 44). The depression observed after tion (Figure 3b). The potentiation was more or less the
same for the three higher frequencies of 1, 2, and 5 Hzpairings with the broad spike just after EPSP onset was
significantly different from the potentiation observed but was lower for the lowest frequency tested of 0.5 Hz.
However, the differences between 0.5 Hz and the otherwith the other pairings or with the EPSP-only control
(p ,, 0.001). In contrast, none of the differences among frequencies were not significant at the 0.01 level. The
cut-off frequency for potentiation appears to fall be-the three conditions showing modest potentiation were
significant (p . 0.1). The small potentiations of 7%–13% tween 0.5 and 0.1 Hz, since 0.5 Hz caused potentiation
whereas prolonged stimulation at 0.1 Hz did not (seeobserved under these three conditions are presumed
to be due to simple repetition of the stimuli at 0.5 Hz below).
The potentiation appeared to saturate with successive(see next section).
The results strongly confirm the previous finding of periods of higher frequency stimulation, as observed in
the 23 MG cells in which all three of the higher frequen-an associative depression at the parallel fiber–to–MG
cell synapse that occurs after pairings in which a post- cies were tested. Thus, the first presentation, regardless
of the frequency, consistently caused a large potentia-synaptic broad spike is evoked just after EPSP onset.
However, the results also argue against associative po- tion of about 30%. The second presentation caused a
smaller potentiation of about 10%, and the third presen-tentiation at this synapse, because there were no signifi-
cant differences between the potentiations observed tation caused a potentiation of 0%–7% (Figure 3C).
after pairings in which the broad spike was evoked just
before the EPSP, after pairings in which the broad spike
was evoked at a 1 s delay, or after the EPSPs-only Saturation and Reversibility of Depression
and Potentiationcontrol.
Both the depression and potentiation could be saturated
and then reversed. Each of the two directions of changeNonassociative Potentiation
The nonassociative potentiation due to a simple in- was first induced and saturated by repeated pairings of
the same type, then reversed by one or more pairingscrease in EPSP frequency was examined further by de-
livering the S1 and S2 EPSPs alone at frequencies of that caused the opposite direction of change, and finally
reinduced by a final pairing of the original type. Testing0.5, 1, 2, and 5 Hz for 5 min periods, with the periods
of higher frequency stimulation being preceded and fol- was done at 0.1 Hz and pairing at 1 Hz in these experi-
ments. Both S1 and S2 were delivered during both test-lowed by 5 min test periods at a frequency of 0.1 Hz.
The intervals between S1 and S2 were 1 s, 500 ms, 250 ing and pairing. Depression was induced by evoking the
postsynaptic broad spike 20 ms after the onset of either
Neuron
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(Figure 4b, P6). (The experiments of the previous section
indicated that the potentiation in these experiments
does not depend on occurrence of the broad spike, i.e.,
is nonassociative.)
Reversibility of depression is illustrated by the S2
EPSP in Figures 4a and 4b. Depression of the S2 EPSP
was first induced in three successive pairings in which
the broad spike was evoked just after the onset of the
S2 EPSP. The third pairing (P3) did not cause any further
depression beyond that caused by the first two pairings,
indicating saturation. Potentiation was then induced by
pairings 4 and 5 (P4 and P5) with the broad spike at a
long delay with respect to S2 and by pairing 6 (P6)
with the broad spike just before the S2 EPSP. Finally,
depression of the S2 EPSP was evoked a second time
in pairing 7 (P7), in which the broad spike was evoked
just after the onset of the S2 EPSP.
Reversibility of potentiation is illustrated by the S1
EPSP of Figures 4a and 4b. Potentiation was induced
in P1 and P2 in which the broad spike was evoked at a
long delay of 500 ms after the S1 EPSP. P3 at the same
delay did not yield any additional potentiation, indicating
saturation. Depression of the S1 EPSP was then induced
by P4 and P5, in which the broad spike was evoked just
after the onset of the S1 EPSP. Finally, potentiation was
induced a second time in P6 and P7. Note that the same
S1 EPSP also illustrates reversibility of depression in
that the depression is saturated after P5, reversed by
potentiation after P6 and P7, and reinduced a second
time by P8.
Summary plots for the pooled results including all
EPSPs studied in this manner are shown in Figure 4c
for depression and Figure 4d for potentiation. Inclusion
of an EPSP in the summary plot for depression required
the following: (1) induction of depression by a sequence
of two or more pairings in which the broad spike was
Figure 3. Dependence of Associative Depression on Timing of evoked just after EPSP onset, (2) saturation of the de-
Broad Spikes and Nonassociative Potentiation pression as indicated by no significant difference (p .
(a) Effects of pairings with different temporal relations between 0.05) between EPSP size after the last pairing at this
EPSP onset and postsynaptic broad spike. Stimulation was at a delay (pairing “n”) and EPSP size after the next to last
constant frequency of 0.5 Hz during prepairing, pairing, and post-
pairing at this delay (pairing “n 2 1”), (3) induction ofpairing periods, and the interval between S1 and S2 was 1 s. Depres-
potentiation by one or more subsequent pairings at ap-sion of the postsynaptic EPSP was observed only after pairings in
propriate delays, and (4) a final pairing at an appropriatewhich the broad spike was evoked 5–30 ms after EPSP onset (sec-
ond column). Pairings with the broad spike just 5–30 ms before delay to test for depression. A total of 21 different EPSPs
EPSP onset (first column) or at a 1 s delay (third column) yielded in 14 different cells met these criteria. Similar criteria for
small EPSP potentiations, as did control periods in which EPSPs inclusion in the summary plot for potentiation were met
were evoked without broad spikes (fourth column). by 13 EPSPs in 9 different cells.
(b) Potentiation due to stimulus repetition alone, with no postsynap-
Statistical analysis of the pooled results for depres-tic spikes. Stimuli were delivered at 0.1 Hz during test periods before
sion showed that (1) significant depression occurred,and after periods with increased stimulus frequency of 0.5, 1, 2, and
(2) the depression saturated, (3) the depression was5 Hz. Results for only the first presentations of each frequency are
included in this graph. followed by significant potentiation, and (4) this potenti-
(c) Evidence for saturation of potentiation. Same EPSPs as those ation was followed by a significant second depression.
measured for 1, 2, and 5 Hz in (b), but this graph includes measure- Saturation was demonstrated by the lack of significant
ments taken when these frequencies were presented second and difference (p . 0.05) between the last and next to last
third in the sequence as well as first. Note that the amount of nonas-
(n and n 2 1) depression pairings. Changes in EPSPsociative potentiation was similar for stimulus rates between 1 and
size resulting from the initial depression, the subsequent5 Hz. Note also that the amount of potentiation depended on whether
potentiation, and the final depression were all highlya particular rate was tested first, second, or third in the sequence.
significant (p ,, 0.001). Statistical analysis of the
pooled results for potentiation allow equivalent state-
the S1 or S2 EPSP. This protocol also induced potentia- ments to be made about the saturation of potentiation
tion of the other EPSP that occurred at a delay of 500 and the significance of the changes induced (p ,,
ms with respect to the broad spike during the same 0.001).
pairing. Potentiation was also induced in a few cases Spontaneous recovery of EPSP size to a nonde-
pressed or nonpotentiated state could explain the aboveby evoking the broad spike 20 ms before the EPSP
Reversible Synaptic Depression and Potentiation
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Figure 4. Saturation and Reversal of Associative Depression and Nonassociative Potentiation
(a) Timing relations between S1, S2, and the current-induced postsynaptic broad spike for eight different pairings (P1–P8) in one cell. In this
and the following figures, the asterisk indicates an EPSP–broad spike pairing in which the broad spike was evoked just after EPSP onset.
(b) Averaged traces and amplitude plots for EPSPs of the cell shown in (a), before and after each of the eight pairings. Upper plots and traces
show the S1 EPSP, and lower plots and traces show the S2 EPSP. As in (a), the asterisk indicates an EPSP–broad spike pairing in which the
broad spike was evoked just after EPSP onset. In most cases, such pairings resulted in EPSP depression.
(c) Pooled results showing reversal of depression. Summary data for 21 EPSPs meeting criteria for testing reversibility of depression (see
text).
(d) Pooled results showing reversal of potentiation. Summary data for 13 EPSPs meeting criteria for testing reversibility of potentiation (see
text).
Stimuli were delivered to S1 and S2 at an interval of 500 ms at a frequency of 0.1 Hz during pre- and postpairing test periods and at 1 Hz
during pairing periods for all cells summarized in (c) and (d). The broad spike was evoked by an intracellular current pulse during pairing. The
pulse was usually delivered 20 ms after one of the two EPSPs but was also delivered 20 ms before the EPSP in a few cases.
results without any requirement for potentiation re- and the final depression or potentiation after the in-
tervening reversal. We tested for spontaneous recoveryversing the depression or vice versa. Spontaneous re-
covery would have to occur within 20–30 min, since from depression by inducing depression and then simply
waiting for 30 min without any potentiating trials. EPSPthese were the most common intervals between the end
of the saturation pairings for depression or potentiation size between 25 and 30 min after induction of depression
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was not significantly different from EPSP size between
0 and 5 min (n 5 10, p . 0.05). (Figure 7B shows two
examples of EPSPs in which depression lasted more
than 30 min.) Similarly, EPSP size did not change signifi-
cantly during 30 min following potentiation trials (n 5 8,
p . 0.05). Finally, it might be argued that the capacity
for depression or potentiation could recover within 30
min even though there is no change in EPSP size within
that period. We tested this possibility by first saturating
depression or potentiation with three successive peri-
ods of appropriate pairings with the broad spike (short
positive delay for depression, long delay for potentia-
tion) and then waiting 30 min before delivering a fourth
pairing of the same type. Neither significant depression
(n 5 11, p . 0.05) nor significant potentiation (n 5 7,
p . 0.05) was observed as a result of the fourth pairings.
Thus, the reversals of depression and potentiation
shown in Figures 4c and 4d are due to potentiation and
depression, respectively, and are not due to spontane-
ous recovery.
Possible Presynaptic Locus for Site
of Plastic Change
The above results in which both depression and potenti-
ation were first saturated, then reversed, and finally rein-
duced suggest that both processes act at the same
cellular site in ELL. This site of expression was investi-
gated further using paired-pulse facilitation, since
changes in synaptic efficacy that are accompanied by
Figure 5. Effect of Depression and Potentiation on Paired-Pulsechanges in paired-pulse facilitation are generally con-
Facilitation of EPSPs
sidered to be due to presynaptic effects on transmitter
(a) Examples of paired-pulse facilitation before and after depression
release (Zalutsky and Nicoll, 1990). Stimuli were deliv- and potentiation. Averaged responses to single and double pulses
ered every 10 s during the test periods, with single are superimposed. The examples of depression and potentiation
pulses and pairs of pulses (20 ms interval) being deliv- are from two different cells.
(b) Scatter plot of change in paired-pulse facilitation versus changeered in regular alternation. The average response to the
in EPSP size following pairing with broad spike at short positivesecond of the two stimuli was calculated by subtracting
delays, pairing with broad spike at long delays, or 1 Hz stimulationthe average response to a single stimulus from the aver-
alone. Testing was at 0.1 Hz and pairing was at 1 Hz. Data are taken
age response to the pair of stimuli (Figure 5a). Paired- from 27 different cells, in most of which two separate EPSPs were
pulse facilitation was measured as the ratio between evoked by the S1 and S2 stimulating electrodes. Each cell is repre-
this average response to the second stimulus and the sented by one to four different pairings or periods of 1 Hz stimulation
alone.average response to a single stimulus. Pairings were
done at 1 Hz. Depression was induced by pairings with
the broad spike at short positive delays, and potentiation
result in changes in paired-pulse facilitation. Moreover,was induced by pairings at long delays or by simply
the use of current clamp recording in our experimentsevoking the EPSPs at 1 Hz with no broad spikes.
introduces the potentially confounding artifact of nonlin-EPSP depression was associated with an increase in
ear summation of EPSPs, because the driving force atpaired-pulse facilitation and EPSP potentiation with a
the peak of a large EPSP is less than at the peak of adecrease (Figure 5b). Pairings at short positive delays
small EPSP. The latter problem could be avoided by thecaused EPSP depression (n 5 57, mean 5 224%) and
use of voltage clamp recording, but such recording hasa mean increase in paired-pulse facilitation of 11%,
not been possible with the small MG cells of ELL.whereas pairings at long delays or 1 Hz stimulation alone
(data pooled) caused potentiation (n5 95, mean 5 25%)
and a mean decrease in paired-pulse facilitation of 5%. Requirement of the Broad Spike
for Associative DepressionBoth the increase in paired-pulse facilitation with short
positive delay pairings and the decrease in paired-pulse A previous in vivo study suggested that the broad spike
is required for the plasticity of MG cell responses to adepression with long delay pairings and 1 Hz stimulation
were highly significant (p ,, 0.001). These results and naturally occurring predictive signal, a corollary dis-
charge signal–associated motor command that drivesthe likelihood that a change in paired-pulse facilitation
reflects a presynaptic change in transmitter release sug- the electric organ discharge (EOD; Bell et al., 1993 ). We
further investigated the role of the broad spike in thegest that depression causes a decrease in transmitter
release and potentiation causes an increase. Further induction of synaptic plasticity observed in vitro by pair-
ing parallel fiber EPSPs with intracellular current pulsesexperiments will be necessary to establish such mecha-
nisms, however, since postsynaptic changes such as that were above and below threshold for this spike.
EPSPs were evoked by S1 and S2 at a 0.5 s interval atchanges in receptor desensitization can in principle also
Reversible Synaptic Depression and Potentiation
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Figure 6. Broad Spike Required for EPSP
Depression
(a–b) Current pulses must be above threshold
for broad spike for pairings to yield de-
pression.
(a) Pairings with current pulses below and
above broad spike threshold. P1 with S2 and
P3 with S1 were made with current pulses
that were below threshold for the broad spike.
P2 with S2 and P4 with S1 were made with
above-threshold current pulses.
(b) Pooled results showing associative de-
pression only when a broad spike was evoked
at short delay. Summary data for 20 EPSPs
tested as in (a). EPSP depression was ob-
served only after pairings in which a postsyn-
aptic broad spike was evoked immediately
after EPSP onset (column 4). Pairings in which
the postsynaptic current pulse was below
threshold for the broad spike or in which the
broad spike was evoked at a long delay
yielded small potentiations (columns 1, 2, and
3). Stimuli were delivered to S1 and S2 at a
constant interval of 500 ms and a constant
rate of 0.5 Hz during both testing and pairing
for all cells included in this summary.
(c–d) Synaptic activation of postsynaptic
broad spikes also causes EPSP depression.
(c) Pairings in which a broad spike was
evoked by an increase in stimulus duration.
In P1 the duration of the S1 stimulus was
increased so that the EPSP evoked a broad
spike. In P2 the duration of the S2 stimulus
was increased.
(d) Pooled results showing depression of
EPSPs that evoked broad spikes. The graph
shows summary data for 19 EPSPs tested as
in (c). EPSPs that evoked broad spikes were
depressed (second column), but EPSPs
evoked 500 ms after broad spikes were not
(first column). Stimuli were delivered to S1
and S2 at a constant interval of 500 ms and
at a constant rate of 0.5 Hz during both testing
and “pairing” for all cells included in this
summary.
a repetition rate of 0.5 Hz that was kept the same during to between 0.2 and 0.8 ms until a broad spike was
evoked with each stimulus. The longer duration stimuliboth test and pairing periods. A first pairing was done
with a depolarizing current pulse that was just sub- were maintained for 5 min before returning to the original
stimulus duration of 0.1 ms. Stimulus strength was thethreshold for evoking a broad spike and delivered 5–30
ms after one of the two parallel fiber–evoked EPSPs. A same before and after the change in stimulus duration,
since stimulus amplitude was not altered and the stimu-second pairing was then done with a current pulse that
was just large enough to evoke a broad spike. The same lator controlled duration digitally. S1 and S2 were deliv-
ered at 0.5 Hz during both test and experimental periods.sequence was then repeated with the other EPSP (Fig-
ure 6a). Similar findings were obtained with 19 EPSPs recorded
in 12 cells (Figure 6d). EPSPs that evoked a broad spikeSimilar results were obtained with 20 EPSPs in ten
different cells (Figure 5b). Pairings of EPSPs with depo- were depressed, whereas those that did not were not,
and the difference between these two groups was highlylarizations at short delays of 5–30 ms that were below
threshold for a broad spike caused no significant change significant (p ,, 0.001).
Thus, both sets of experiments show that associativeor a small potentiation. In contrast, pairings with pulses
at the same delay that were above threshold for a broad depression requires the occurrence of the broad spike.
spike resulted in depression. The differences between
these two groups and between broad spike pairings at Requirement for Activation of NMDA Receptors
Parallel fiber synapses in the mormyrid ELL (Grant etshort and long delays were highly significant (p ,,
0.001). al., 1998) and in other cerebellum-like sensory structures
(Manis and Molitor, 1996; Berman and Maler, 1998) areThe role of the broad spike in plasticity was also inves-
tigated without using artificial current pulses by increas- mediated by glutamate receptors of both the NMDA and
AMPA types. The parallel fiber synapses in cerebellum-ing stimulus strength at one electrode until the EPSP
evoked a broad spike (Figure 6c). Stimulus strength was like sensory structures are different in this respect from
those in the adult mammalian cerebellum, which areincreased by increasing stimulus duration from 0.1 ms
Neuron
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Figure 7. Associative Depression Requires Activation of NMDA Receptors
(a) Testing for associative depression in the presence of the NMDA receptor antagonist AP5.
(Left) Pairings with broad spikes. A broad spike was evoked by a current pulse 20 ms after S1 in P1 and 20 ms after S2 in P2. The unpaired
EPSP was evoked during pre- and postpairing test periods but was not evoked during pairing periods in these experiments.
(Right) Averaged traces and amplitude plots for EPSPs before and after pairing periods shown on the left. Note that pairings with S1 (P1) and
S2 (P2) caused potentiation rather than depression of the S1 and S2 EPSPs, respectively.
(b) Testing for associative depression in the absence of the NMDA receptor antagonist AP5. The same cell as in (a) after washout of AP5 is
shown.
(Left) Pairings with broad spikes. A broad spike was evoked by a current pulse 20 ms after S2 in P3 and 20 ms after S1 in P4.
(Right) Averaged traces and amplitude plots for EPSPs before and after pairing periods shown on the left. Note that pairings with S2 (P3) and
S1 (P4) now cause depressions in the S2 and S1 EPSPs, respectively. Note too the long durations of the depressions for both the S1 and S2
EPSPs.
(c) Pooled results showing that depression is blocked by AP5. Summary data for 30 EPSPs tested, as in (a) and (b), in the presence as well
as in the absence of AP5 are shown. Stimuli were delivered to S1 and S2 at an interval of 500 ms at a frequency of 0.1 Hz during pre- and
postpairing test periods. One EPSP was paired at a short delay with a postsynaptically evoked broad spike during the pairing period, but the
other EPSP was not evoked during the pairing period. Note that the same pairing that caused depression in the absence of AP5 caused
potentiation in its presence. This potentiation was probably due to stimulus repetition at 1 Hz.
mediated by AMPA receptors alone (Kano et al., 1988). than the depression observed previously after pairings
at this delay, as illustrated by the cell in Figure 7a. Here,The presence of NMDA receptors and their well-estab-
lished role in various forms of synaptic plasticity (Bliss P1 with S1 and P2 with S2 both caused potentiation. In
contrast, P3and P4 at the same delays in the sameand Collingridge, 1993) lead us to examine their role in
the associative depression in ELL. cell but after washout of the AP5 (40–50 min) caused
depression of the same parallel fiber EPSP (Figure 7b).Each cell served as its own control. Pairings were first
done in the presence of the NMDA receptor antagonist Similar results were obtained from 30 EPSPs recorded
in 19 cells (Figure 7c). In all cases, pairings at a shortD-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoate (AP5; 35 mM). Pair-
ings were then done with the same EPSPs after washing delay in the presence of AP5 caused potentiation,
whereas pairings at the same delay in the absence ofout the AP5. Testing was at 0.1 Hz and pairing was at
1 Hz. The postsynaptic broad spike was evoked be- AP5 caused depression. The difference between these
two groups was highly significant (p ,, 0.001).tween 5 and 30 ms after the onset of the S1 or S2 EPSP
during the 5 min pairing periods. In this protocol, the The potentiation caused by pairing at a short delay
in the presence of AP5 was large (26% on average)EPSP generated by stimulation of the second parallel
fiber input was evoked during the test periods but not and significantly different from changes in the unpaired
controls under AP5 (p ,, 0.001). This potentiation isduring the pairing periods and served therefore as an
unpaired control (Figures 7a and 7b, left). similar in magnitude to that obtained after EPSPs are
evoked alone at 1–5 Hz (Figure 3B), indicating that po-In the presence of AP5, pairing with a broad spike at
a short delay caused enhancement of the EPSP rather tentiation at parallel fiber synapses in ELL does not
Reversible Synaptic Depression and Potentiation
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require activation of NMDA receptors. The occurrence changes in postsynaptic calcium were all required. But
none of these conditions were required for potentiation,of potentiation in the presence of an NMDA antagonist
and potentiation may therefore be a largely presynapticwith pairings that normally cause depression suggests
phenomenon. The reversibility experiments suggestedthat the mechanism leading to depression can somehow
that the final site of action must be the same for bothinhibit or block the mechanism leading to potentiation.
depression and potentiation, and the paired-pulse facili-The NMDA independence of potentiation following a
tation results suggested that this site is located presyn-period of increased EPSP frequency was tested further
aptically. If the final site of expression for depression isby examining the effect of 1 Hz stimulation alone in the
indeed presynaptic in the mormyrid ELL, then a retro-presence of AP5. Testing was at 0.1 Hz before and after
grade messenger will be necessary for communicationthe period of 1 Hz stimulation. Sixteen EPSPs were
between the postsynaptic site of induction and the pre-tested in the presence of AP5 and all 16 showed potenti-
synaptic terminal.ation. The mean increase of 26.2% was not significantly
Principal cells in the ELL of gymnotid electric fish alsodifferent (p . 0.05) from the increase of 27% observed
generate negative images of predicted sensory re-using the same protocol in the absence of NMDA (Figure
sponses (Bastian, 1995) and appear to do so by means3b). Thus, frequency-induced potentiation at the parallel
of synaptic plasticity at parallel fiber synapses (Bastian,fiber synapses does not require activation of postsynap-
1998a), as in the mormyrid. Synaptic depression hastic NMDA receptors.
been observed at this synapse following pairing of te-
tanic stimulation of parallel fibers with postsynaptic de-Requirement for Changes in Postsynaptic Calcium
polarization, and this depression depends on postsyn-Synaptic plasticity at many sites has been found to de-
aptic changes in calcium (Bastian, 1998b), as in thepend on changes in postsynaptic calcium concentration
mormyrid. Paired-pulse facilitation did not change after(Sakurai, 1988; Bliss and Collingridge, 1993; Bastian,
depression, however, and the conclusion was reached1998b). The role of calcium in the associative depression
that depression has a postsynaptic site of expressionin ELL was evaluated by recording from MG cells with
in the gymnotid ELL. The electrosensory systems ofpipettes in which the calcium buffer 1,2-bis(2-aminophe-
gymnotid and mormyrid fish are different in many re-noxy)ethane-N,N,N9,N9-tetraacetic acid (BAPTA) (100
spects and probably evolved independently. The experi-mM) was added to the intracellular recording solution.
mental protocols used in the gymnotid study and in ourCells were tested z15 min after penetration to allow
mormyrid study were also quite different. The differenttime for diffusion of the buffer. A broad spike was evoked
findings with regard to the effects of synaptic depressionat a delay of 20 ms after the onset of either the S1- or
on paired-pulse facilitation could reflect either a speciesS2-evoked EPSP during pairing. S1 and S2 stimuli were
difference or a difference in experimental protocol.delivered at 0.5 Hz during both testing and pairing pe-
riods.
Learning Rule with Associative DepressionPairings with a postsynaptic broad spike at short de-
and Nonassociative Potentiationlays after EPSP onset, which consistently caused de-
The EPSP potentiation observed in these in vitro slicepression in the absence of BAPTA, resulted in a small
experiments with all of the pairings except those at shortpotentiation when BAPTA was in the pipette (mean 5
positive delays appeared to be nonassociative, in the10.8%, n 5 13). The difference between this small poten-
sense that potentiation did not depend on the relativetiation in the presence of BAPTA and the depression
timing or even on the occurrence of a postsynapticthat occurred without BAPTA using the same constant
broad spike, but only depended on a transient period
frequency protocol (Figure 3a) was highly significant
of increased EPSP frequency. These results, together
(p ,, 0.001). Thus, the associative depression depends
with those obtained in a previous study (Bell et al.,
on changes in postsynaptic calcium. 1997b), suggest that the learning rule that governs syn-
The role of postsynaptic calcium changes in the po- aptic plasticity at parallel fiber synapses onto MG cells
tentiation induced by a period of increased stimulus in the mormyrid ELL is one in which EPSP depression
frequency was tested directly by examining the effect occurs only after pairings where the postsynaptic spike
of 1 Hz stimulation while recording with BAPTA (100 is generated within a brief period of z50 ms following
mM) in the pipette. Testing was at 0.1 Hz. Twenty EPSPs EPSP onset, whereas EPSP potentiation occurs after
were tested in this way and all 20 showed potentiation. pairings at all other delays between EPSP onset and
The mean increase of 25% was not significantly different postsynaptic spike (Figure 8a). (The normal frequency
(p . 0.05) from the increase of 27% observed using of spike activity in parallel fibers in the mormyrid ELL is
the same protocol in the absence of BAPTA (Figure3b, not known, but it is presumed to be high enough, at
second column). Thus, frequency-induced potentiation least on occasion, to result in EPSP potentiation.)
did not appear to depend on postsynaptic changes in A modeling study of ELL MG cells has shown that
calcium concentration. implementation of a temporally asymmetric learning rule
at parallel fiber synapses, like the one shown in Figure
Discussion 8a, leads to the generation of negative images of paired
sensory responses, as described in the Introduction
Cellular Mechanisms of Depression and Potentiation (Roberts and Bell, 2000). The modeling study also
at Parallel Fiber Synapses onto MG Cells showed that such negative images are more faithful to
Postsynaptic processes are clearly involved in the in- the original sensory responses and more stable over
duction of associative depression since postsynaptic time than the negative images generated by other learn-
ing rules. Rules that were tested and found less effectivespikes, activation of postsynaptic NMDA receptors, and
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open the NMDA channel, resulting in a maximal increase
in postsynaptic calcium. Other timing relations, in which
the broad spike and glutamate binding do not coincide,
will result in less calcium influx. The demonstrated de-
pendence of the associative depression on a rise in
postsynaptic calcium, as shown by injecting the calcium
buffer BAPTA into MG cells, is consistent with a role for
calcium influx through NMDA receptors. EPSP potentia-
tion, in contrast to EPSP depression, did not appear to
depend on NMDA receptor activation or on postsynaptic
calcium. A caveat is necessary, however, concerning
the lack of effect of postsynaptic BAPTA on EPSP poten-
tiation. It remains possible that EPSP potentiation re-
quires a smaller increase in postsynaptic calcium than
EPSP depression and that 100 mM BAPTA was not suffi-
cient to block all the calcium increases in the cell.
Temporally asymmetric learning rules have also been
demonstrated at synapses in the cerebral cortex (Mark-
ram et al., 1997), in the tectum (Zhang et al., 1999), and
in hippocampal cultures (Bi and Poo, 1998). The learning
rules at these synapses (Figure 8d) have a quite different
form than the one in ELL. At these synapses, pairings
in which the postsynaptic spike was evoked within a
Figure 8. Various Learning Rules for Associative Synaptic Plasticity brief period following EPSP onset resulted in EPSP po-
(a) Temporally asymmetric learning rule governing changes in size tentiation. (Such plasticity may be referred to as Hebbian
of parallel fiber–evoked EPSP in MG cells of mormyrid ELL. EPSP [Hebb, 1949], in that EPSPs that can contribute to the
depression occurs after pairing periods in which the postsynaptic occurrence of a postsynaptic spike are enhanced. This
broad spike is evoked just after EPSP onset (positive delays). EPSP is in contrast to the anti-Hebbian plasticity of ELL where
potentiation occurs at all other delays, does not require a broad
such EPSPs are depressed.) In addition, pairings atspike, and is therefore nonassociative.
these same cortical, tectal, and hippocampal synapses(b) Temporally asymmetric learning rule as in (a) but with addition
of associative potentiation. Greater potentiation occurs when the resulted in EPSP depression when the postsynaptic
postsynaptic spike is evoked just before EPSP onset than when it spike was evoked just before EPSP onset. Pairings at
is evoked at other delays. other delays had little effect on EPSP amplitude. Finally,
(c) Temporally symmetric correlational learning rule. Depression oc- both EPSP potentiation and EPSP depression at these
curs when postsynaptic spikes occur either just before or just after
sites required the activation of NMDA receptors. Thus,EPSP onset. Potentiation occurs at all other delays and does not
both potentiation and depression at these synapsesrequire a postsynaptic spike.
(d) Temporally asymmetric learning rule that is roughly opposite to were associative and NMDA dependent, in contrast to
the ones in (a) and (b). Occurrence of the postsynaptic spike just the ELL, where only the depression appeared to be
after EPSP onset causes potentiation, whereas occurrence just be- associative and NMDA dependent.
fore EPSP onset causes depression.
Reversibility of Depression and Potentiation
The negative images evoked by centrally originating pre-included a temporally symmetric correlational rule (Fig-
dictive signals in the mormyrid ELL and other cerebel-ure 8c), similar to what has been found between excit-
lum-like structures in fish can be rapidly and readilyatory stellate cells in the mammalian cortex (Egger et
changed after a change in the sensory responses withal., 1999), and a rule that includes an associative potenti-
which the predictive signals are paired (Bell, 1981). Thus,ation component for short negative delays (Figure 8b).
the centrally elicited negative images disappear withinThus, the modeling study supports the hypothesis that
a few minutes if sensory stimuli are turned off and thesynaptic plasticity of the type described in these in vitro
predictive signals occur in isolation. Moreover, an exper-experiments mediates the generation of negative images
imentally induced reversal of the paired sensory re-of predicted sensory responses in the mormyrid ELL.
sponse, such as a change from excitation to inhibition,
leads to a rapid and corresponding reversal in the cen-
trally elicited negative image. Such reversibility impliesNMDA Receptor Dependency
of Associative Depression that the changes in synaptic efficacy that mediate the
acquisition of negative images must also be readily re-The associative depression required both the occur-
rence of a postsynaptic broad spike and parallel fiber versible. Thus, the reversibility of the synaptic plasticity
at the parallel fiber synapse in ELL, which was demon-activation of NMDA receptors. These two requirements
explain the temporal asymmetry of the learning rule. strated in this study, is an essential feature that provides
further support for the role of such plasticity in the nor-Opening of NMDA channels requires the coincidence
of glutamate binding and postsynaptic depolarization mal adaptive processing of sensory information in ELL.
More generally, theorists have shown that reversibility(Bliss and Collingridge, 1993). Thus, depolarization of
postsynaptic dendrites by a broad spike during the brief of changes in synaptic efficacy not only provides a
mechanism for forgetting associations that are no longerperiod of glutamate binding following EPSP onset will
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current but is also essential for other fundamental neural transmission at the synapse between parallel fibers and
processes. Such processes include the maximizing of ELL MG cells includes an NMDA component, differenti-
information storage in a neural network (Willshaw and ating it from the synapse between parallel fibers and
Dayan, 1990) and renormalizing the synaptic weights Purkinje cells in the adult cerebellum. Furthermore, our
onto a cell after some weights have increased or de- results with paired-pulse facilitation suggest a presyn-
creased, so that the overall excitability or firing rate of aptic site of expression for synaptic depression in ELL,
a cell does not change (Stent, 1973; Fregnac, 1995; in contrast to the postsynaptic site for the cerebellar
Turrigiano et al., 1998). Moreover, without reversibility, LTD that has been examined so far. Nevertheless, the
randomly occurring associations with the temporal re- demonstration of reversibility at parallel fiber synapses
lations necessary to induce a particular direction of in ELL supports the possibility that plasticity might also
change in synaptic efficacy would lead to an accumula- be reversible at parallel fiber synapses in the cerebellum
tion of changes in efficacy that would finally saturate, itself.
with no possibility of further change (Sejnowski, 1977).
Experimental ProceduresFull reversibility requires that processes leading to an
increase in synaptic efficacy act at the same final cellular
The basic procedures are the same as those that were used insite as processes leading to a decrease. If the two pro-
previous publications (Bell et al., 1997b; Grant et al., 1998), and onlycesses act at different sites, then a point will be reached
a brief description of the methods is given here.
where both the increases and decreases are saturated.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the problem is illus- Slice Preparation
trated by studies of plasticity at the parallel fiber–to– Mormyrid fish of the species Gnathonemus petersii were used. The
Purkinje cell synapse in the mammalian cerebellum. LTD fish were deeply anesthetized with MS 222 (SIGMA; concentration
1:10,000 in aquarium water). The brain was removed and rapidlyat this synapse has been shown to be due to a postsyn-
cooled in an ice-cold solution containing (in mM): NaCl 0, KCl 2.0,aptic change, probably involving a decrease in sensitiv-
KH2PO4 1.25, NaHCO3 24, CaCl2 2.6, MgSO4.7H2O 1.6, glucose 20,ity of glutamate receptors (Ito et al., 1982; Sakurai, 1987;
sucrose 213 (low-sodium ACSF), saturated with a gas mixture con-
Linden et al., 1991; Hemart et al., 1994). The LTP that taining 95% O2 and 5% CO2. Three hundred micron thick slices were
has been demonstrated at this synapse appears, how- cut in the frontal (transverse) plane under the same ice-cold salt
ever, to be a presynaptic phenomenon, involving an solution. After cutting, the slices were transferred to a bath con-
taining equal parts of low-sodium ACSF and normal ACSF (in mM:increase in transmitter release (Salin et al., 1996; Linden,
NaCl 124, KCl 2.0, KH2PO4 1.25, NaHCO3 24, CaCl2 2.6, MgSO4.7H2O1997). If these two processes are the only ones present
1.6, glucose 20) at room temperature. After 30 min, the slices wereand neither can be reversed, then a point will finally be
transferred to an interface recording chamber, where they werereached when the parallel fiber is releasing a maximum
continuously superfused with normal ACSF, saturated with 95% O2amount of transmitter, the receptor is responding mini- and 5% CO2 (pH 7.2–7.4, osmolarity < 290 mOsm). All procedures
mally, and no further change is possible. Thus, the lack have been approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Com-
of experimentally demonstrated reversibility at parallel mittee of Oregon Health Sciences University.
fiber synapses in the mammalian cerebellum leads to
Stimulation and Recordingproblems, for the general theoretical reasons mentioned
Two monopolar tungsten stimulating electrodes were placed in theabove, as well as for theories in which plasticity at paral-
molecular layer to activate separate bundles of parallel fibers (S1lel fiber synapses mediates motor learning. Theoretical
and S2 in Figure 1). Each stimulus electrode was paired with a
studies of the cerebellum have consistently found that second tungsten electrode in the bath outside the slice that served
reversible changes in synaptic efficacy at the parallel as the indifferent electrode. Stimulus currents ranged from a few
fiber synapse are necessary if such plasticity is to ex- mA to 50 mA. Stimuli were 0.1 ms except for the one experiment in
plain motor learning (Sejnowski, 1977; Houk et al., 1990; which stimulus strength was transiently increased by increasing
stimulus duration to between 0.2 and 0.8 ms with no change inMauk and Donegan, 1997; Raymond and Lisberger,
stimulus current.1998).
Only MG cells were studied. Intracellular recordings from theseThe experiments described here in which both de-
cells were obtained with sharp micropipettes filled with 2 M KMeSO4pression and potentiation were first saturated, then re- (170–250 MV). Intracellular recordings from MG cells can be identi-
versed, and finally reinduced suggest that both pro- fied as such from the electrophysiology alone because MG cells are
cesses act at the same cellular site in ELL. The initial the only ELL cells with large broad spikes (Bell et al., 1997c; Grant
et al., 1998). Data were recorded directly into the computer andsaturation is necessary for such a demonstration. Sim-
analyzed offline using software from Axon Instruments (pClamp)ple reversibility or “bidirectionality” is not enough. With-
and Microcal Software (Origin).out saturation, the “reversal” might be only apparent
Synaptic plasticity was examined by pairing parallel fiber stimuliand due to change at a different cellular site, with the
with intracellular current pulses in the postsynaptic cells. Intracellu-
final induction of depression or potentiation being sim- lar current pulses were 20–30 ms in duration. In most cases, the
ply due to an initially unused capacity for depression or intensity of the current pulse was set at a value sufficient to consis-
potentiation. Similar experiments involving initial satura- tently evoke a broad spike (0.2–0.6 nA). Statistical comparisons were
made with the Student’s t test and the Bonferoni correction fortion, reversal, and reinduction have suggested that LTP
multiple comparisons on the same data set.and LTD at the CA3-to-CA1 synapse in the hippocampus
can each reverse the other and must ultimately act there-
Pharmacologyfore at the same cellular site (Mulkey and Malenka, 1992;
Parallel fiber stimulation evokes IPSPs as well as EPSPs in MG cells.Dudek and Bear, 1993).
These IPSPs are mediated by GABAA receptors and are blocked byThe cerebellum-like ELL is clearly different in many bicuculline (Grant et al., 1998). All the experiments reported here
respects from the cerebellum itself. There are no climb- were done with bicuculline methiodide (30 mM , Sigma) in the bath
ing fibers in ELL, there are cell types in ELL that are to be sure that changes at excitatory synapses were responsible
for changes in EPSP amplitude.not present in the cerebellum (Meek et al., 1996), and
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